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Team up for powerful fun! 
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NES 

SATELUTE 

• The option to use any controller in a four-player game 
‘ot of flexibility. Everyone can feel eom- 
g their own NES Max, NES Advantage 

Controller Accessories For Your NES Bandai Mega 
NES Control Pad Hudson Joycard Hyper 
NES Advantage Sansui SSS Hyper Stick 
__ Nexoft Dominator 
Broderbund U’Force Suncom Mothership 
Mattel Power Glove ~ ' 



ACCESSORIZE? 

1 CUSTOMIZE YOUR CONTROLLERS! 
The beauty of the four-player adapters is that they let 
you use your own controller. But imagine, if you will, 
plugging your favorite NES weapon, a tried and true 
* -1 - ‘age, into a buddy's Four Score for a Super 

/Ball session. Then, .during the heat of “ 

ng and as you try to trace yo 
:s, "KABOOOMII" 

super spike. If this scenario is familiar to you, 
set of stickers provided with the fourplayer i 

at each end of its 
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HOUSTON |*j 
When you play with Houston, your road to glory is on the ground. Your 

ton's best running back. Of course, you'll have to get out front and block 
for him, and he should make use of open field running techniques. At QB 
is Moon, who has a strong arm. Hill at Wide Receiver and Mrosko, the 
Tight End, are true aerial threats. The defense is led by speedy Lineback¬ 
ers and two great Cornerbacks. Still, against the competition of the other 
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4 Player Extra 





4-PLAYER EXCITEMENT INSIDE 

theGAUMIET! 

THESE ITEMS WILL AID YOU YOUNG 





Out For Re fleeting Shots 
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GAUNTLI 

And All Will Become Clear 



4 Player Extra 

Thor Is The Key 
Each player can only hold 6 items, 
so try to keep the Keys in the hands 
of the non-magical characters, 
especially Thor. Thor is a great 
fighter, but his magic skills are cer¬ 
tainly not worth bragging about. 

PtagicIsForMerlin 
Merlin should not pick up any 
Keys, so that he will be able to 
carry Potions. Merlin is by far the 

so keep him stocked with 6 
Potions if possible. 

© moh. 
You're It! 



■QHai/ And Live To Fight Another Day 
Death and the Acid Puddles are very tough ene¬ 
mies, but they are not very smart. They will 
always chase you in a straight line. The trick is 



WHAT WILL YOU FIND IN 
THE MYSTERIOUS SECRET ROOM? 
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Take On The Ultimate Team Challenge 

The non-stop action of the World's most popular sport combines with the ability ftf 
up to four players to join in, making Nintendo World Cup a real crowd pleaser. Com¬ 
munication is key as two players on each 
team control their individual team mem¬ 
bers and, at the same time, give direction 
to their computer-controlled teammates. 
Corner Kick Saves, Bicycle Kick Super 
Shots and miracle downfield boots to 
waiting players show that teamwork pays. 
Get your friends together and face-off 
for fun and exciting World Cup action. 

Select Your Surface 



d-PInvnr Tcnm Ctntc Some of the five teams that participate 
luyci ICUIII in four-player matches have natural 

athletic advantages. 
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TEAM STATS KEY 





A Team On The Rise 







Winning Techniques Soccer is a game of speed and strategy 
® ■ Here are some tips to help your team 

work together. 
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SWORDS 
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Hit The Beath With A Trio Of Buddies 
Get ready for some sand-spiking excitement with Super Spike V'Ball from N intendo. The I 
two-on-two action of Beach Volleyball makes an ideal subject for a 4-player NES sports 1 
game and Super Spike 
V'Ball is perhaps the easi¬ 
est of all to play. With only 
four guys to watch and 
control, you and your part¬ 
ner are free to concentrate 
on real V'Ball strategy (with 
a little bit of "California 
Dreamin'" thrown in 

er Spike!). 

Offense And Defense Techniques mm mm mm \ 

i Super Spike I Quick Atlock I 

| Just Get It Over The Net 









10 Special 4-Player Strategies 
These strategies can be used with any number of players, but they work 
best with the flexibility of four human players. 
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VAim Your Spike ^Quick Spike 
Surprise Allock 
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^Aim Your Jump Serve ^ Bock Up Your Buddy 
The jump serve is the best serving technique to use, as 
it's difficult to block. The best serve heads cross-court 
for the far corner of the opponents' court. This gives 

where the ball will land by watching for the mark. It's 
tougher to back up a failed spike block, but a diving 
dig will often pull it off. 
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GrabYour Partners And Hit The Dirt! 







Avoid The Pack Use Nitro Sparingly 
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines 
from years gone by before they are lost forever. 

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible. 
From the original editors and writers, 

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines. 

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible. 
Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them, 

visit us at http://www.retromags.com 

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines 
that are at least 5 years out of print. 

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way. 
So please, if you come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them! 

Thank You and ENJOY! 
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